
New people affected 4/29/2020 

Please remember each one is a person not a number  

 

New cases in Franklin Township: 25  

Total cases in Franklin Township: 915 

Sadly new fatalities reported in Franklin Township: 2 

Total fatalities reported in Franklin Township: 77 
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An 89 year old who passed away on 4/16. 

A 35 year old who passed away on 4/17.

 

 

 
 

 

 



 

The same information by percent. 

 

 

I’m sorry for the next graph, it is chilling. It shows the percentage of those in 
Franklin who die by age group if they test positive. In other words, if a person in a 
certain age group tests positive in Franklin what is the percentage they will die. 

 

 

 



 

 

My typical disclaimers and sources 

 

I do not answer questions about location of the positives. I do not have that 
information. For the reasons why please see my post on March 31   

 http://mayorkramer.com/files/mar31.html#4 

 

I do not have information on recoveries in Somerset County. I too have asked that 
information and I don’t get it.  

 

Please see the Somerset Co. status map. 

https://www.co.somerset.nj.us/government/public-health-
safety/health-department/services/disease-prevention/covid-19-
status-map  

 

We have gotten more specificity on why the Twp.’s count of the number of total 
cases for Franklin differs from the county cases on their map. If an infected 
person who lives in Franklin moves to a care facility out of Franklin, then the 
county does not include them in the total number. We do. 

 

The State dashboard can be found 

at  https://www.nj.gov/health/cd/topics/covid2019_dashboard.shtml 
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